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The Republic Day was celebrated at ICF on 26.01.2012 at ICF Stadium. Sri
Abhay K Khanna, General Manager, ICF, unfurled the National Flag and
inspected the parade of ICF Railway Protection Force contingents, NCC cadets,
Scouts & Guides, St John’s ambulance cadres, the apprentices of ICF Technical
Training Centre, and children of ICF schools.

Sri Abhay K Khanna, GM/ICF, inaugurating the Pongal celebration held on 24th January.

Smt. Vijaya Kanth has taken charge as Financial
Commissioner (Railways) and Ex-officio Secretary to Govt.
of India on 26th December 2011. Earlier, she was General
Manager/Construction, N.F.Railway. She belongs to IRAS
1975 batch. She has worked in various capacities in S.R,
KRCL and Railway Board. She was also on deputation with
Chennai Petroleum Corporation Limited.

OFFICIAL POSTINGS
Name S/Shri/ Smt
P.Sudevan
T.Delson Joseph
P.K.Venkata
subramanian

Previous
DyCME/Prod/S
AO/Books/S
AAO/Fur

Present
S.Rly
SrAFA/Estt/Fur
AAO/Books/S

We deeply regret the sudden
demise of Sri R.Nehruji,
Tech-1/ Shop30, due to
electrical
shock
while
working in EMU motor coach
at shop30 on 29th Jan.

Person of the Month

Nov’11: Shell
V.Kalidoss, Tech-2/Shop12

Dec’11: Shell
S.M.Sivaraj, Tech/21

Sl

Nov’11: Fur
A.Srinivasan, JE/PlgF

Dec’11: Fur
P.M.Sureshrao, SSE/D&D

STAFF INFLOW – LAST MONTH
Name S/Shri
Design
Shop

1
2
3

M.Gokul
P.S.Lalitha
R.Kumar

Sl

STAFF OUTFLOW – LAST MONTH
Name S/Shri
Design
Mode

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

R.Jiji
S.Sajithkumar
Rakeshkumar
R.A.S.Doghlas
R.Jayakrishnan
A.P.Anand
M.S.Vaidyanathan
S.Sundarraj
S.Kadir Ahmed
D.Dasarathan

Trainee
Jr Steno
Tech-3

JE/40
JE/20
JE/D&D
JE/22
Tech-2/16
Tech-3/26
SrTech/45
Tech-1/10
Tech-1/30
CDMS/SD

14
RRM
45

Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Removal
Removal
Removal
V.R
V.R
V.R
V.R

WE DEEPLY MOURN THE SUDDEN
DEMISE OF THE FOLLOWING EMPLOYEES
Sl

We deeply regret the sudden
demise of Sri K.Karthikeyan,
Safety Officer/Fur, in a train
accident on 17th Jan.

Name S/Shri
1 M.Sivakumar
2 M.Kannan

Designation
Tech-1/21

3 M.Sudir
4 S.N.Antony

Helper/Shop10

Constable/RPF
Tech-1/Shop22

5 K.Karthikeyan
6 G.Veenabai

Safety Officer/F

7 A.Balamurugan
8 R.Nehruji

Helper/33

Fieldwoman/Engg
Tech-1/30

One minute mourning was observed and a condolence
meeting was held at Furnishing on 30th Jan. In a
retirement meeting held at shop80, Sri V.Muralidharan,
Ex.JS-Staff Council appealed to the employees to use
proper PPE compulsorily while working.

CIRCULARS:
AC57: Night duty allowance
AC01: Railway Board have decided not to accept
Diploma/Degree in engineering obtained through distance
mode except AMIETE for the purpose of employment in
Railways.
AC02: Clarification on minimum qualification for
recruitment / engagement in pay band `5200-20200, GP
1800 for candidates belonging to categories of
compassionate appointment, land loser, accident victim,
LARSGESS and substitute
AC03: Date of payment of salary/ wages: 31/1, 29/2, 2/4,
30/4, 31/5, 30/6, 31/7, 31/8, 29/9, 31/10, 30/11, 2/1.
AC04: Regarding Ex India leave
Sri R.Kothandan, SrTech/Shop30 has been nominated as
Zonal Working President of AI SC/ST Assn/ICF vice Sri
T.M.Gunaseelan, Shop30.
Smt.C.P.Nandini, S&WI/Fur has been nominated as
Secretary of Fur workers canteen in place of Sri. Alagu
karrupuswamy.
No of working days for the year 2012:
26= Mar,May,Jun,Jul. 25= Feb,Nov. 24= Jan,Sep,Oct.
23= Aug. 22= Apr. 20= Dec.
Last date for submission of application:
Festival advance = 6th of Feb, Mar, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct,
Nov & Dec.
Liaison inspector / Kolkatta (Ex-cadre at ER) = 29th Feb.
Jr clerk = 15th Feb, JE/Works = 15th Feb
Inspector Gr-I/Mech (Ex-cadre) = 13th Feb.

EMPLOYEES RETIRING ON 29th Feb’12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

MARIMUTHU.G
PAUL JOHNSON.S
KUMARASWAMY.E
MANI .V
KUMARA BABU .V
JAMES .P
LOGANATHAN .E
DAKSHINAMURTHY .S
PETER .F
ABRAHAM.P
DHANAMAL.
RAJARAM.K
CHANDRAN .N
JAMBULINGAM .V
SUBRAMANIAN .I
DURAISAMY .A
GAUTAMDAS .K S
JANAKI .N
JOTHI .M
HARI RAJAN PILLAI
NIRMALA DEVI.P
MAHENDRAN.G
BALASUBRAMANI .P
MOHAN .G
SASIDHARAN.P
SELVARAJ .K
MANICKAM .K
MANI .P
AUDIKESAVAN .M
KUPPUSWAMY .N
BALARAMAN.G
CHITHAMBARAN .NA
DURAI BABU.B
SARDAR.T
ARUMUGAM .M

Dy.CPO
Sr.Tech/MSM
Sr.Tech/FGL
Sr.Tech/MGL
Sr.Tech/Weld
Sr.Tech/Weld
Sr.Tech/FGL
Tech-1/weld
Sr.Tech/Paint
Tech-1/Paint
Tech-2/Paint
JE
Sr.Tech/FMW
Tech-1/MTR
Sr.Tech/Elec
Tech-1/Elec
Ch.OS
Ch.OS
Ch. Matron
SSE/IT
SupdtTyping
DMS
Tech1/Serang
Tech-1/Elec
JE
Sr.Tech/Carp
Sr.Tech/FGL
Tech-1/FGL
Sr.Tech/Carp
Sr.Tech/Carp
Sr.Tech/Carp
Sr.Tech/Elec
Sr.Tech/Paint
Tech-2/Paint
Insp Gr-I/Elec

10
11
13
13
18
21
21
25
25
25
40
40
41
45
45
SD
TO/S
Hosp
DC
74
FD
FD
28
30
30
30
30
32
32
32
39
54
54
87

We wish them A HAPPY AND PEACEFUL RETIRED LIFE.

New AGM/SR

Dr.G.Narayanan

Dr. G. Narayanan has taken over
as the new Additional General
Manager of Southern Railway on
18th Jan. Prior to this, he was the
Principal CE of SR. He has also
worked as the CAO/Construction
and Principal CE of SER. He has
worked abroad with the Sri
Lankan Railways and Malaysian
Railways. He was deputed as
UNDP Fellow to German
Railways. He has obtained a
Doctorate
in
Structural
Engineering from IIT/Madras and
is a practising Doctor under the
Indian Board of Alternative
Medicines

Sri N.Ramesh, AGM/RITES/SR, has been promoted
as GM/P&A/RITES/Gurgaon.

The Hon’ble Minister of Railways, Shri Dinesh Trivedi
along with Indian Railway Board Members, held
discussions with a visiting Japanese delegation led by Mr.
Takeshi Maeda, Minister for Land Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism (MLIT), Government of Japan on
bilateral issues in the field of rail transportation and
various aspects of high speed train (popularly called bullet
train) corridors, on 12th Jan.

The Hon’ble Minister of Railways, Shri Dinesh Trivedi
has called upon the GMs to continue to take all necessary
measures to ensure safety and security of travelling public
as safety has to be the top priority in Railway operations.
He emphasized on comprehensive periodical monitoring
of safety measures at the field level at regular intervals.
The Minister stated this while addressing the two-day
conference of GMs of all Zonal Railways and Production
Units which was held on 11th and 12th Jan. He said that
Railways have to continue to work in such a way that the
travelling public could feel assured of their safety.

100 year old “Punjab Mail” Train was the theme of Indian
Railways Republic Day Tableau this Year. ‘Punjab Mail’,
earlier known as “Punjab Limited”, is the first train to
achieve distinction of entering its 100th year on Indian
Railways BG network.

SPORTS
A friendly cricket match was held among the officers of
ICF on 8th Jan. GM was the captain of one team and COS
was the capatain of the other. GM team won the match.

 The ICF Kabadi team secured II place in the state level
tournament held at Thanjavur from 27th to 29th Jan.
A Japanese delegation visited ICF on 23rd Jan to have a
look at the coach manufacturing facilities of ICF.

 The ICF volleyball team secured III place in the all India
tournament held at Chennai from 25th to 30th Jan.
 Sri R.R.Laxman, Chess Grandmaster, received `.5 lakh
from CM as CM’s cash award for winning the
Commonwealth championship held in 2010 at Delhi.
 Sri Veerabadran, received ` 1 lakh from CM as CM’s
cash award for winning Gold in Weightlifting
championship in the Commonwealth championship held
in 2005 at Australia.

Strain gauge- Squeeze testing of 1600HP DEMU TC was
conducted in ICF/D&D by RDSO officials on 13th Jan.
Sri P.N.Raovshyl,
S/o. Mrs P.Shylaja, OS/33

For the I time, Tamilnadu
Inline Skating Puck Hockey
team is participating in the
National championship at
Chandigarh on 3rd Feb. The
captain of the team is Sri
P.N.Raovshyl. He is the
youngest captain in India to
lead a state team of 16
members at the age of 14.

Regional Rail Museum - Entry Fee Revised

An agreement was signed between the management and
canteen committee members on 12th Jan for revision of
price of food items served by ICF workers canteen. The
rates has been fixed during 2007 and not revised so far.

Entry ticket to all `10 per head
Toy train ride to all `10 per head
For taking photos `50 per mobile/ still camera
For taking video `100 per mobile/ video camera
RB’s letter No.E(NG)I/90/IC1/1, Dated 04.02.1991
where a person has been selected for regular appointment
and before formally taking over charge of the post for
which selected, the person is required to undergo training,
training period undergone by such Government servant
whether on remuneration of stipend or otherwise may be
treated as duty for the purpose of drawing increments.
RB’s letter No.E(NG)1-93/PM1/4 dated 18.01.1993.
The time spent by a Railway Servant under training
immediately before appointment to service is to be
counted as service for the purpose of appearing in
departmental examination. It is clarified that the
‘departmental examination’ includes LDCE for promotion
to Group ‘B’.

Pulse polio drops were administered to children at ICF
colonies on 23rd Jan by CHI department & Hospital staff.

Sri K.S.Sridharan, SME/DSD, presented a paper on
Industrial Discipline at the National Seminar on Dynamics
of Industrial Relations in India – Emerging Challenges
and Strategies, organized by Andhra university at
Visakhapatnam during 11-12th Dec’11.

CHILDREN’S TREAT by ICF INSTITUTE

Children’s treat was organized by ICF Institute on 26th
Jan. Sri Abhay K Khanna, GM/ICF, graced the occasion
by his presence. Competitions were held among wards of
ICF employees on various events like running race,
musical chair, keyboard music, Karate etc. The AtyaPataya demonstration was also held. The visitors were
provided with free lunch also.

PONGAL CELEBRATIONS AT ICF
On behalf of Supervisors and IRTSA Pongal
celebrations were held at ICF. Sri.Abhay K. Khanna,
GM/ICF was the Chief Guest. Sri.Hemant Kumar CME,
Sri.J.S.P.Sing
CEE,
Dr.Ramprakash
CMS,
Dr.S.X.Sampathrajan CPO, Sri.Selvaraj CE, Sri.Paswan,
CWE/Fur, Sri.K.S.Jain, CWE/Shell, other officers, union
members, Rail Engineers and family members
participated in large number. Sri.K.V.Ramesh,
SCM/Supervisory/Shell and Sri.M.Venkatarao, JS/Staff
Council welcomed the gathering. Yoga Demonstration
was done by Sri.S.Kamaraj,SSE/39 and his students.
KARATE Demonstration was done by OKINAWA
KOSHIKI GOJU – RYU KARATE – DO –
SHIRENKAN – INDIA . Students of ICF S.J.H.S.School
performed the CULTURAL PROGRAMME consists of
Karagattam, Bharathanatyam & Folk Dance. In his special
address Sri.M.Shamugam, President IRTSA explained the
importance of Pongal festival and efforts taken by IRTSA
and its volunteers improve the relations between the
working class and the management. He also explained
efforts taken by IRTSA in improving the performance of
Railways. GM greeted all the ICF family members and
appreciated the wards of employees for their cultural
programme and YOGA. GM also distributed prizes to all
the participants of cultural programme and YOGA.
Sri.E.Ramesh, SCM/ Supervisory/Fur proposed vote of
thanks. The celebration ended with community dinner.
Subjects placed in staff council meeting on 20.12.11.
Sri.K.V.RAMESH: Creation of additional teaching
faculty at AWTI & TTC and Provision of AC through out
the year for the Administrative Blocks of Shell & Fur.
Sri E.RAMESH: Good furniture for JEs/SSEs of shop
floor and Provision of sufficient infrastructure for
supervisors club
Pongal celebrations was organized by South Colony
Welfare Committee in a grand manner. Sports
competition was organized for staff and wards. Sri
K.S.Kandakumar, inspector, K7 Police station,
inaugurated the celebrations.

During the recent Music &
Dance Festive Season, Kum.
Devika, D/o Sri. Radhakrishnan
Nair.K.G,
SSE/82,
a
9th
Standard student performed
Bharathanatyam organised by
GANA MUKUNDAPRIYA, at
Dhakshinamurthy Auditorium,
Mylapore, Chennai on 1st
Jan’12. This function was
presided by Smt & Shri. T. R.
Ravichandar, SME/I/F, who
blessed Kum. Devika to earn
great honours.
She started her carrier at the age of 5 and she is also
learning Mohiniattam. Her “CHILANKA POOJA” was
performed
at
Chidambaram
temple
and
“ARANGETRAM” at Guruvayoor temple. She has also
performed at Tanjore big temple along with Dr.
Padmasubramaniam. She is also a Life Member of
ABHAI.
Tax Free Bond by IRFC
IRFC is issuing Tax-free, Secured, Redeemable, NonConvertible Bonds of face value of `. 1,000 each in the
nature of Debentures, having benefits under Section
10(15)(iv)(h) of the Income Tax Act, 1961, as amended
(‘Bonds’) aggregating to `.3,000 crore with an option to
retain oversubscription of up to the shelf limit of` `. 6,300
crore (‘Issue’). The application for subscription of Bonds
should be for a minimum of 10 Bonds and in multiples of
5 Bonds thereafter. The Issue will close on February 10,
2012.
ID proof must during journey on Higher class
At present the passengers with Tatkal ticket and e-ticket
are to carry original proof of identity during the course of
railway journey. With a view to preventing the cases of
travelling on transferred tickets, now it has been decided
that any one of the passengers/the passenger booked on
the tickets issued from PRS and internet(i-ticket),
undertaking journey in AC-3 tier,AC-2 tier, 1stAC, AC
Chair Car and Executive classes, will also have to carry
any one of the nine prescribed proofs of identity (in
original) during the journey, and produce the same as and
when required, failing which all the passengers booked on
that ticket will be treated as without ticket and charged
accordingly.
The list of valid proofs of identity are as under:Voter Photo identity card , Passport, PAN Card, Driving
Licence, Photo ID card having serial number issued by
Central/State Government, Student Identity Card with
photograph issued by recognized School/ College for their
students, Nationalised Bank Passbook with photograph,
Credit Cards issued by Banks with laminated photograph,
Unique Identification Card "Aadhaar".
Have you renewed your ration card? If not, contact the
ration shop immediately.
Tamilnadu Govt has introduced free vans for movement of
dead body from hospital to residence. Ph No is 109.

Indian Rail expands train protection warning system

FIRE ACCIDENT AVERTED

Southern Railway has planned to extend the train
protection warning system (TPWS) currently installed in
the Madras Beach-Central-Gummidipoondi EMU line to
the 68km Beach-Arakkonam section. Under the project,
400 signals on the Beach-Arakkonam route will be linked
up, all of which will interface with electronic beacons
installed on the track. The TPWS system will be based on
European rail traffic management system (ERTMS-Level
1) technology that will create a signalling loop to warn
train drivers about the obstacles ahead, as well as control
the speed in case of emergency. The system will also
activate the train braking system automatically if the
driver fails to notice the warning signs, and help regulate
speed if a train is travelling too fast on the approach to
certain speed restrictions. Southern Railway is currently
testing the technology to make it suitable for Indian
conditions and is planning to put in place a much better
integrated signal system shortly. TPWS primarily offers
additional safety in a fully automatic signal circuit and
comprises on-board computer consoles or the DriverMachine Interface. The system will be connected to
wireless track-side balise devices that employ
electromagnetic induction and can change the traffic light
from green to red if a train is crossing a signal or is
speeding. RITES has been asked to develop a more basic
TPWS in order to expand the system to a wider level in
the future and thus ensure safety of passengers.
New railway policy to attract private participation

Miscreants threw a kerosene-filled bottle with fire near the
doorway of the rearmost GS coach of T. No. 56721 Madurai –
Rameswaram Passenger at 01.35 hrs, on 11th Jan at
Paramakkudi. The fire was immediately put off by the train
Guard and station staff. There was no injury to the passengers
and railway staff. The floor of the coach was slightly damaged.

Railways is planning to opt for build, operate and transfer
(BOT) model as part of a new investment policy to attract
private participation in rail connectivity and capacity
augmentation projects. Besides BOT, cost sharing model
for doubling and multiple line projects will also be a part
of the new Railway policy. The new policy would be a
comprehensive one and more investment-friendly. While
new line projects need about ` 65,000 crore, the doubling
and gauge conversation projects require about ` 40,000
crore for the implementation of these projects.
Indonesia installs concrete balls to deter train surfing
Indonesia has taken extreme measures to stop commuters
from illegally riding on the roofs of trains - suspending
rows of grapefruit-sized concrete balls over railway lines.
Local rail authorities hope the balls, capable of delivering
a very serious blow to the head, will be enough to deter
"roof riders". The ageing Indonesian rail network - a
Dutch colonial legacy from the 1950s - struggles to cope
with increasing passenger numbers. Many travellers seek
to escape the overcrowded carriages by clambering on
top, whilst others ride high to avoid paying a fare. Others
"rail surf" for fun.
The first dozen or so balls were installed dangling from
posts hundreds of yards from the entrance of a train
station just outside the capital, Jakarta. If successful, the
project will be expanded, with the deterrent also set up
near railway crossings. Several years ago, paint guns were
deployed to spray those riding on the top of carriages so
authorities could identify and round up the guilty
travellers. However, roof riders soon destroyed the
equipment.

A minor fire broke out at the Chennai Central railway station on
21st Jan evening. The fire was reported around 7 p.m. in the
building that has route relay interlocking, which is a modern
signalling system, cabin. Electric cables caught fire and smoke
billowed from the building located on Walltax Road. The
electricity supply was immediately suspended and the fire did
not affect the train services. No one was injured and the T.N.
Fire and Rescue Service is investigating the cause of the fire.

Mannargudi- Tiruchy train service
A passenger train has been introduced between Trichy and
Mannargudi. The train No. 06805 will leave MQ at 06.30
Hrs and reaches TPJ at 09.40 Hrs, daily. Train No 06806
will leave Tiruchy at 17.15 hrs reaches MQ at 19.15 hrs,
daily.
MR calls for National Policy on Railways
Hon’ble Railways minister, Sri Dinesh Trivedi on 31st
Jan, underlined the need for a national policy for railways
that lays down a clear road-map for a revenue model,
accents on customer orientation and creates a culture of
zero tolerance towards accidents. Speaking at the 'India
PPP Sumit 2012' organized by industry chamber FICCI,
MR said, ""The time has come to de-politicise the Indian
Railways and modernise the system which is obsolete for
today's time. Automation is to be introduced in a big way
to reduce human intervention in the running of the
railways as safety is a paramount concern and the main
imperative."" He observed that while improving the
carrying capacity of the railways is critical, it is equally
important to look at changes in passenger fare and freight
structure with a view to making them customer-centric.
The Railway minister favoured the setting up of an
independent Railway Stations Authority to oversee the
makeover of railways stations by way of shopping malls,
eating places and other amenities for the travelling public.
This has the potential of generating 30 per cent of the
overall revenue for the railways, he added.
Security helpline for train passengers in the offing
A nationwide railway helpline number-135-to help
passengers seeking security assistance during train
journeys is in the offing. The All-India Passenger Security
Helpline can be used all over the country round-the-clock.
All necessary preparations for launching the helpline for
security assistance are being made to launch the first of its
kind all-India service. The helpline will be managed by
the Railway Protection Force (RPF). RPF will provide
necessary training to about 250 staff for the call centre
job. Networking of security control rooms and important
posts has been sanctioned at an estimated cost of ` 4.41
crore for speedy collection and dissemination of crimerelated information.
Complaint Phone no. for Chennai MTC bus:
9884301013,9445030516, 9383337639

` 23 lakh Cash Found Inside Gour Exp

Railway catering service may chug into malls

Seema Roy, a female cleaner working at Malda Town
railway station found a bag containing ` 23 lakh cash
under a seat in the HA1 compartment of Gour Express.
She found the wads of currency notes stuffed inside a bag
under the seat. She went to GRP and handed over the bag.
Her husband, a Gr-IV employee, had died of asthma in
2007 and she got the job as a cleaner. The railway
authorities have recommended her for reward in
recognitin of her honesty.
Kolkata Metro to get automatic signalling system

IRCTC has set its eyes on shopping malls, multiplexes
and IT parks in major cities in the state to set up multicuisine cafeterias. IRCTC’s venture into non-railway
catering is in tune with the then Railway Minister Mamata
Banerjee’s budget speech in 2011, where she mentioned
about
developing
several
business-oriented
policies.IRCTC already has food outlets at Ministry of
External Affairs, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of
Agriculture, IIT-New Delhi, IIPA, New Delhi, SGPG
Institute of Medical Sciences, Lucknow and Institute of
Secretariat Training and Management, JNU Campus, etc.
IRCTC also provided catering services at some of the
major venues during the Commonwealth Games 2010.

Hon’ble Railway Minister, Sri Dinesh Trivedi, on 27th
Jan, announced that the Kolkata Metro and the suburban
system will get new automatic signaling systems and all
the old trains of both systems will be changed soon.
TPWS (Train Protection and Warning System) will be
introduced in the Kolkata Metro by March-April. This
system enables the train to stop automatically when there
is a red light even if the driver fails to stop the train. The
Kolkata Metro will have all new rakes by the middle of
this year, except a few rakes which can be refurbished. All
the rakes have outlived their span. The minister said most
of the new Metro rakes will be air conditioned. We want
all the rakes to look bright, new and modern. He also
lauded Kolkata's suburban train system for surpassing the
Mumbai suburban train system in terms of punctuality. In
Mumbai, it is 96% and in kolkatta it is 99%. However,
the minister said the emphasis was more on safety than
punctuality and 100% safety can only come once we
automate the system.
Train Reservation through Mobile Phone
To bring further convenience to the rail users, IRCTC has
been offering the service of booking e-ticket over the
mobile phone. After initial registration and downloading
of suitable software on the mobile handset with internet
facility, it will be quite easy for the mobile users to book a
reserve ticket through their own mobile. After booking,
the passenger will receive a reservation message with full
details of the ticket including PNR, Train No, date of
journey, class etc. This virtual message would be treated
at par with the print-out of the e-ticket which at present is
taken out by the passengers and is known as Electronic
Reservation Slip (ERS). Hence, with the virtual message,
passengers would not be required to take a print-out of eticket to be carried with them. Showing the reservation
message of the confirmed ticket on their mobile during
travel will be sufficient. The detail procedure of booking
through mobile which is also available on the IRCTC
website namely www.irctc.co.in
National anthem completes 100 years
The national anthem Jana Gana Mana... completed 100
years on 24th Dec’11. It was on this day in 1911 that the
song, penned by Rabindranath Tagore, was first sung at
the Calcutta session of the Indian National Congress. Its
formal rendition takes 52 seconds. There are official
instructions regarding the correct version of the anthem,
the occasions when it is to be played or sung, and about
the need to pay respect to it.

North-East Frontier Railway goes green
The North-East Frontier Railway has now joined the 'Go
Green' bandwagon with extensive use of smoke-free solar
power. The electrical department of NFR is using solar
power grid system extensively and the Rangiya division is
leading in use of this technology. With the commissioning
of energy efficient lighting gadgets like solar street lights,
green stations, the Railway has gone one step ahead in the
field of solar energy generations on a large scale for major
installations like stations, hospitals, rest houses, etc. NF
Railway has recently brought the concept of utilising nonconventional energy sources by providing 10 KW or more
capacity solar power plants on important railway
premises. The plants generate electrical energy from the
sun rays and directly feed the grid of existing electrical
supply system, which in turn is saving the revenue
towards payment of electricity bills to state electricity
boards. At present, Rangiya division has provided 10 KW
solar power plants for the office building of the DRM.
Likewise, other divisions like Tinsukia, Lumding,
Alipurduar and Katihar have also installed solar plants.
4 Indian trains among world's best railways
According to The Society of International Railway
Travellers, the following four trains of Indian railways
have been adjudged as the best in the world for tourism.
1.The Darjeeling Himalayan Railway, nicknamed the
"Toy Train", is a 2 ft narrow-gauge railway from Siliguri
to Darjeeling in West Bengal. DHR was declared a World
Heritage Site by Unesco in 1999, becoming only the
second railway in the world to have this honour bestowed
upon it, the first one being Semmering Railway of Austria
in 1998.
2.The Palace on Wheels is a luxury tourist train. It was
launched by the Indian Railways to promote tourism in
Rajasthan, and has been highly popular since its launch.
The train service was refurbished and relaunched in
August 2009 with a new decor, itinerary and cuisine.
3.The Deccan Odyssey is a special luxury train modelled
on the Palace on Wheels to boost tourism on the Konkan
route of the Indian Railways.
4.The Maharajas’ Express is a luxury train operated from
early 2010. The Maharajas’ Express trains operate on four
itineraries, all of which either begin or end in Delhi and
include a visit to the Taj Mahal in Agra.

Misconceptions about mental illness
by Suseela Chandrasekar, Chief Matron
Beliefs about mental illness have been characterized by
superstition, ignorance and fear. Although time and
advances in scientific understanding of mental illness
have dispelled many false ideas, there remain a number of
popular misconceptions.
Caused by supernatural power
Many people do not consider metal illness as an illness,
but possession by spirits or curse that has befallen on
patient or family because of past sins or misdeeds in
previous life.
Mentally ill person show bizarre behaviour
Patients in mental hospitals & clinics are often picturised
as a wizard lot, who spend their time exhibiting useless
bizarre behaviour like twisting of hand etc.
Mentally ill people are dangerous
People who have or had mental illness are viewed with
suspicion and as dangerous persons.
Mental illness is something to be ashamed of
This idea arouses an unsympathetic, cruel attitude towards
a mentally ill person. This is the reason why many people
hide mental illness in the family.
Mental illness is not curable
People object to having normal relationship with mentally
ill people, or to giving them employment even after being
cured or even to accept them as neighbours.
Mental illness is contagious
The fear that it is the main false notion, which leads
people to view suspiciously, or object to marital relations
with a person belonging to the household of the mentally
ill.

General attitude towards the mentally ill
In general the community responds to the mentally ill
through denial, isolation and rejection. There is also a lack
of understanding of mental illness as any other illness, a
lack of tendency to reject both the patients and those who
treat them.

The mentally ill are viewed as people with no
capacity for understanding.

People feel mental illness cannot be cured, even if
the patient gets better, complete physical rest is
considered essential.

The mentally ill are by and large perceived as
aggressive, violent & dangerous.
An individual’s values & personal beliefs affect his
attitude about mental illness, the mentally ill & treatment
of mental illness. There still exists a stigma surrounding
individual who need or use psychiatric mental health
services.
There is a vital need to debunk these misconceptions
about mental illness and to educate people for an
attitudinal change towards people with mental disorders.
New Centre for Research for Innovation in Mental
Health to be established at Nimhans, Bangalore
A new “Centre for Advanced Research for Innovation in Mental
Health and Neuro-Sciences” would be established at National
Institute of Mental Health and Neuro-Sciences (NIMHANS),
Bangalore with support for manpower development as well as
projects on translational research by ICMR. The Union Minister
for Health and Family Welfare and President of NIMHANS
Society Shri Ghulam Nabi Azad announced this while
addressing the 16th Convocation of NIMHANS at Bengaluru on
20th Jan.

Simulation police car appears in China highway

Mental illness is hereditary
It is not a rule that children of mentally ill patients should
became mentally ill.
Marriage can cure mental illness
A mentally ill person can get worse if he gets married
when he is ill, as marriage can become an additional
stress. A patient who has recovered can get married and
live a normal life like any other person.
Mental hospitals are places where only dangerous
mentally ill individuals are treated & restraint is a
major form of treatment
People hesitate to take their relatives to mental hospitals
for treatment because of fear. Further as an ex-patient of a
hospital, he and his family members are often isolated.
Therefore people seek help from mental hospitals only as
a last resort.

The Wuxi Public Security Bureau has introduced a creative
new way to enforce safe traffic behavior, placing solarpowered police car cutouts on the road that look just like real
police cars from far away. This is kept at regular intervals at
the highway along with some real police cars. From a
distance the difference cannot be identified and hence
everyone rides at stipulated speed. This method is
economical and very effective.
When a thief forces you to take money from the ATM, do
not argue or resist, just enter your PIN in the reverse. Eg:
If your PIN is 1234, enter 4321. The moment you enter in
the reverse, the money will come out, but will be stuck
into the machine half way out and it will alert the police
without the notice of the thief.
If you want a personal copy of Integral News every
month, pl SMS your details to 9003141464. For soft
copy email your details to integralnewsicf@yahoo.com

